Host Jafo says:
Star Trek: Apache - Episode #14
Week # 4
Mission: "Independence"

Host Jafo says:
Commander Linard and Commander Vekh have secluded themselves away and begun an exhaustive search of the official logs of the First Contact team in an attempt to substantiate Omin Rego's claim of 'reservations' on the surface of the Riseal Homeworld.

Host Jafo says:
Meanwhile, Judge Hershey has been shown to the Captain's Ready Room where she is meeting with the Captain to complain about the apparently mild security surrounding Omin Rego and his Lieutenants.

Host Jafo says:
Omin Rego himself has been taken, under guard, to sickbay where Doctor Naegle is trying to piece together the mystery of the genetic dysfunction she found when he collapsed on the Apache's transporter pad.

Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week #4 >>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::in Sickbay waiting to speak to Omin Rego, and keeping a close eye on Oreh Dash::

CEO_Yeung says:
::on the bridge standing by::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::steps off the turbolift and walks the short distance to sickbay ... nods as she passes the guards::

CMO_Naegle says:
::in Sickbay wary of the guard who is standing near Rego::

SO_Hammond says:
::on the bridge trying to find a reason for the power transfer::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Omin Rego begins to stir on the biobed, slowly opening his eyes.

TO_Verall says:
::outside the Zlibra quarters, keeping guard with Mister Wregget::

EO_Powers says:
::on the bridge helping SO Hammond::

CMO_Naegle says:
::walks over to Omin Rego:: Omin: Mister Rego, I'm Doctor Naegle.  You collapsed on the transporter pad.  Do you remember?

CMO_Naegle says:
::runs another scan of Rego's brain::

CEO_Yeung says:
::walks over to EO and SO:: EO/SO: Any clues as to what caused that power transfer, gentlemen?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::walks over to Lieutenant Cha`Dak:: CTO:  How are things here?

SO_Hammond says:
::drums his fingers and realizes that the CEO is on the bridge:: CEO: Oh, hello sir.  Didn't see you arrive.  We have not found anything yet, but we’re still searching.

Host Omin_Rego says:
::eyelids flutter as he gets up, looks up into Naegle's face:: Self: A vision...

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
CO: Omin Rego has just awakened, Captain.

EO_Powers says:
CEO: All we know is that the transfer was from Fort Apache to the transporters.

CMO_Naegle says:
::notes the captain's entrance with a nod as the captain goes over to talk to the CTO:: Rego: A vision?  What do you mean?

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: It's all very suspicious though.  I was about to pull up the transporter logs and see if there were any anomalies during transport.

CEO_Yeung says:
::nods:: EO: To the transporters? Wasn't there an incident there with the prisoners?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::nods:: CTO:  So I see, and are the security measures in place for the other Zlibra members?

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::grows extremely impatient that she has been left waiting, how rude::

EO_Powers says:
CEO: Shall I ask for a report from the CMO when she is finished?

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::monitoring communications and general ship operations from the bridge::

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
CO: Yes sir, I have placed two-security officers outside their quarters. I’ve also thoroughly inspected the surveillance cameras myself.

SO_Hammond says:
::pulls up the logs and begins to go over them::

CEO_Yeung says:
EO: Yes, if only to see if there is a link to the transport.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
CO: All systems have been set to alert me via my combadge in the event of a security breach.

Host Omin_Rego says:
::grins up at the doctor and reaches up, patting her cheek:: Self: I mean you are a vision ... of loveliness.

EO_Powers says:
CEO: Yes sir.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
*CO*: Judge Hershey is waiting for you Ma'am … in your ready room.

Host Oreh_Dash says:
::chuckles behind his hand slightly::

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::storms out of the ready room and onto the bridge::

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: Check the time logs for the power transfer and the prisoner transport. I want to know if they occurred at the same time.

CMO_Naegle says:
::takes his hand off her face as he pats her cheek:: Rego: Thank you, sir.  Now, do you remember what happened?

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::stands up:: Hershey: The Captain will be a short moment...

Host Omin_Rego says:
::moves to sit up slightly:: CMO: I was on Riseal ... and then I was not. It was quite an unusual experience.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::returns the Doctor's nod::  CTO:  Excellent Commander, I'll be in my Ready Room.  Should anything happen, report to me immediately.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::leaves Sickbay and heads for the nearest turbolift:: TL:  Deck 1…

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::growls at Yeung, her helmet under her arm:: CEO: Commander Yeung! When the Captain sees fit to see to my concerns, she can find me in my quarters!

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: The transfer was only a few moments before we transported Omen Rego’s group.

CMO_Naegle says:
Rego: You've never used a transporter before, have you?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
*OPS*:  Thank you Lieutenant, I'm on my way.

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::ignores Edgemoor and gets into a turbolift in a huff::

CEO_Yeung says:
::turns to Hershey:: Hershey: I'll inform her, ma'am.

Host Omin_Rego says:
::quirks a smile at the Doctor:: CMO: Well, no ... we have only recently received transporter technology. It has been largely reserved for the Judges and the Government. There are no transporters in the southern hemisphere.

SO_Hammond says:
Self: Someone is not too happy…

CMO_Naegle says:
Rego: I see.  Tell me something of your medical history if you can.

CMO_Naegle says:
::looks at the scan again::

Host Omin_Rego says:
::looks at her oddly:: CMO: My medical history?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::exits onto the bridge, looks at the CEO on the way to her ready room:: CEO: Any new information regarding the power transfer?

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: The power transfer was done from a terminal in Fort Apache, right?

Host Oreh_Dash says:
::steps forward:: CMO: Doctor ... Omin Rego has never been sick. He has never broken anything. He has never had any surgery of any kind. He has always been the picture of health.

CMO_Naegle says:
Rego: Yes, I detected an abnormality of some sort in your brain.  Do you have any idea what or why that is?

CEO_Yeung says:
CO: Still investigating, Captain. Oh, and Judge Hershey says you can meet her in her quarters … she seemed a little upset.

CMO_Naegle says:
Dash: I'm sure he hasn't, but this scan says he's got something wrong with him.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::tenses slightly, unhappy with Dash’s' presence here::

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: That is correct, sir.  It was also encrypted.  I have not yet been able to crack the code.

Host Oreh_Dash says:
::growing somewhat agitated:: CMO: Their is nothing wrong with Omin Rego!

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
Oreh Dash: Calm down, Mister Dash.

Host Omin_Rego says:
::waves a hands towards Dash:: CMO/CTO: Forgive my young friend ... he is somewhat zealous.

CMO_Naegle says:
::shows Dash the scan and motions Cha`Dak over closer to Dash::

EO_Powers says:
*CMO*: Could you please come with me when you have finished examining your patient. There is something I would like to discuss with you, sir.

Host Oreh_Dash says:
::glares at the CTO and cowers slightly::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::stiffens slightly at Commander Yeung’s news regarding Judge Hershey:: CEO: Understood, let me know if you find anything.  I'll be with Judge Hershey in the VIP quarters.  ::returns to the turbolift::

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: Can you compile a list of people who were in the Fort at that time?

CMO_Naegle says:
*EO* Yes Lieutenant, I'll do that.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
Self: Like Hershey never kept a defendant waiting...

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
CMO: Are the prisoners fit to return to their quarters?

EO_Powers says:
*CMO*: Thank you, sir.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
TL: Deck 4  ::waits the few moments it takes to drop the four levels and steps out ... walks directly to Judge Hershey's quarters and rings the chime::

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: I have sent two security officers down to Fort Apache to find that out, sir.  We should have a list shortly.

CEO_Yeung says:
::nods::

CMO_Naegle says:
CTO: I believe so … if you will help Omin Rego, please, Lieutenant. I still need to know if he knows about the abnormality.

CEO_Yeung says:
EO: By the way Lieutenant, welcome back.  How was your trip to Trill?

Host Omin_Rego says:
CMO: I assure you I know nothing about it… ::smiles:: ...but then I am certainly not nearly as practiced in the medical arts as yourself.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
CMO: I assure you Commander, you will be the first to know if his condition changes.

CMO_Naegle says:
::smiles at him as well:: Rego: If you think of anything, let me know.

EO_Powers says:
CEO: It was good, thank you sir. I apologize for the length of my absence. I was hoping it would be shorter.

CMO_Naegle says:
CTO: Very well Lieutenant, you may take them down to the quarters you have prepared for them.

Host Omin_Rego says:
::nods and moves to stand, somewhat uneasily:: CMO: I assure you I will, Doctor.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::straightens her uniform jacket as she stands outside Judge Hershey's quarters ... glances down the corridor at the security personnel::

CEO_Yeung says:
::nods:: EO: Well, at least you're back now. I hope it helped you relax.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: Sir, I have a list of 30 names of crewmembers that were in the Fort at the time. Also, the terminal used was a replicator … like all the replicators in the Fort, it was rather heavily utilized.

CMO_Naegle says:
Rego: Thank you.

Host Oreh_Dash says:
::helps Omin Rego walk, unwilling to let Cha`Dak touch him::

CMO_Naegle says:
Dash: It's okay, Mister Cha`Dak's bark is worse than his bite.

EO_Powers says:
CEO: It certainly did that, sir.

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: Hmm … won't be easy to found out the culprit.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::nods:: CMO: Thank you, Doctor. ::turns and follows the pair out of Sickbay. After leaving, he motions for Ensign Knoxville to accompany him::

CMO_Naegle says:
::nods, glad to have the security force out of her sickbay::

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: Nope, who ever it is knows what they are doing.  We’ll just have to try and be better, sir.

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: All right, we need to find out who used the replicator during the timeframe of power transfer.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The door to the Judge's quarters swishes open and Tyler finds herself standing in front of a very different looking Judge Hershey, wearing a long flowing light blue dress that swishes around her ankles.

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::eventually comes to the door of her quarters:: CO: Oh, why Captain ... I hope I did not keep you waiting.

CMO_Naegle says:
::remembers Powers:: *EO*:Mister Powers, what was it you needed?

OPS_Edgemoor says:
CEO: Commander, shall I tell Starfleet Command we have our guests aboard?

CEO_Yeung says:
::nods to OPS:: OPS: Please do so.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: That is the problem, sir.  It has been encrypted.

EO_Powers says:
*CMO*: Do you mind if I come down to have a word about your patient?

CMO_Naegle says:
*EO*: Not at all, I have just released them into the custody of security.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
*TO*: Report in, Mister Verall.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::looks at the change in Judge Hershey's appearance:: Hershey:  Not at all, Judge Hershey.  I must apologize for being late returning to my Ready Room for our meeting.  I took time to go down to sickbay to check with my Chief Tactical Officer regarding the security for the Zlibra.

TO_Verall says:
*CTO*: All quiet here, sir.

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: Do we have any security cameras in the Fort?

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: But I'll bet when we do break it, it will lead in the wrong direction.

EO_Powers says:
*CMO*: I'll be right down, sir.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
*TO*: Acknowledged.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: I asked Mister Powers to go over the cameras and see if he could find anything.

CMO_Naegle says:
*EO*: Okay Lieutenant.

EO_Powers says:
CEO: Permission to speak to the CMO in sickbay, sir?

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::purses her lips in disgust at the mention of Omin:: CO: Please Captain, come in ... ::indicates her dress:: ...I hope you don't mind, I took advantage of the replicator.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
COM: SB 366: This is the USS Apache, NCC-61491: We have our guests and have completed our primary pickup objective. We await further orders. ::expects some delay due to the distance::

CEO_Yeung says:
::nods:: EO: All right, report if you find anything.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::lets herself relax slightly:: Hershey:  I hope you find your quarters satisfactory.

EO_Powers says:
CEO: Yes sir.

EO_Powers says:
::enters the turbolift:: TL: Sickbay.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Immediately a reply is received at the Operations console that the Apache is to continue to Jovian 3.

CEO_Yeung says:
OPS: Lieutenant, if you're not busy can you help us with the decryption of the replicator log?

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Cha`Dak arrives at the quarters set aside for Omin Rego and the other Zlibra Lieutenants.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::smiles:: Hershey:  No, I'm glad to see that you are enjoying these things.  ::follows her inside::  You chose a lovely design from the selection, it suits you.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
CEO: Chief, we are immediately ordered to Jovian 3.

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::shows the Captain to the couch:: CO: I had just fixed myself a Bolian Fizz-Bin ... rather fruity. Would you like one?

EO_Powers says:
::exits the turbolift and heads for sickbay::

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
Dash/Rego: These are the quarters assigned to you. If you need anything, contact me via the computer.

EO_Powers says:
::enters sickbay::

CEO_Yeung says:
::nods:: V'Taran: Set course for Jovian 3, warp 3.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
CEO: I'll prep power for warp. But I'll get a go ahead from the Captain first.

Host Oreh_Dash says:
::mutters:: CTO: P'tak...

SO_Hammond says:
::checks to see if the encryption has been broken yet::

CEO_Yeung says:
*CO*: Captain, we've been ordered to head to Jovian 3.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::instantly turns to Dash:: Dash: What did you say? ::spoken in a menacing tone::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
Hershey:  I don't know that I have ever tried one of those. It does sound like something interesting to try.

Host Omin_Rego says:
::stands on his own and moves his hands as if to slap Oreh Dash, stops at the last second:: Oreh: I won’t have you showing this crew disrespect, Oreh.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::takes a deep breath::

Host Oreh_Dash says:
::bows his head in shame::

CMO_Naegle says:
::looks up and sees Powers entering:: EO: Yes Lieutenant, what can I do for you?

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::his fingers dance across the Operation Panel as he prepares the ship for travel::

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: Say, were the logs of that replicator encrypted as well?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::hears Commander Yeung:: CEO:  Understood Commander, proceed as ordered.

Host Omin_Rego says:
::moves towards Cha`Dak, his hands outstretched:: CTO: My apologies, Commander Cha`Dak. My friend is young ... and rash. He doesn't know what he is saying.

CEO_Yeung says:
*CO*: Aye Captain.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
CEO: I'm contacting orbital control.

CEO_Yeung says:
V'Taran: Engage to Jovian 3.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: Just whomever used it at that time?  The logs were not encrypted.

Host FCO_V`Taran says:
CEO: Aye sir, course set and engaged.

EO_Powers says:
CMO: I'm trying to find out if the power transfer we saw had any effect on your patient.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
Dash/Rego: Let me make something clear. I do not agree with the Judges methods, but it is my duty to keep you under guard until we reach Jovian 3. I will do this by any means possible. Internal sensors will monitor you at all times. Do you understand?

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: All right, so what did the replicator do during the time in question?

OPS_Edgemoor says:
COM: Riseal Homeworld: We have been ordered to depart. We will get underway at this time.

Host Omin_Rego says:
::bows solicitously:: CTO: Of course, Commander.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: Well sir, it didn't replicate any meal at the time.

Host Riseal Protectorate says:
COM: Apache: Understood Apache, Protectorate out.

CMO_Naegle says:
EO: I don't know John, to tell you the truth.  But look at this.  ::shows him the scan with the brain abnormality::

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: Hmm ... so who uses a replicator, but doesn't order a meal?

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
Rego: I will forgive his insult. Now, if you will excuse me I have other duties to attend to.

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: What did the replicator do?

CMO_Naegle says:
EO: That was taken in the transporter room when I got there.

Host Omin_Rego says:
::bows again and shows Cha`Dak out of the quarters:

EO_Powers says:
::looks at the scan:: CMO: Could this have been caused by the transporter, sir?

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::watches the viewscreen as the stars go by, happy to be underway::

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::waits till the doors close behind him, then turns to Knoxville:: TO: I will be assigning a second security officer momentarily. Until then, I want you to be on your guard. Do you understand, Ensign?

TO_Knoxville says:
CTO: Aye sir.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: It registered offline, but it transferred power from the M/ARC to the Transporters.  That much we know so far.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
TO: Very good. Contact me if anything happens.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
Hershey:  Now that you have had some time to settle in and see what security measure are actually in place, are you more at ease with them?

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::heads towards the turbolift and enters:: TL: Deck 1...

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: Hmm ... normally it would have been taken offline for maintenance.

CMO_Naegle says:
EO: No, the abnormality is neurological in nature. And appears to have been affecting him for a long time.  I think the transporter just disagreed with him.

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: All right, get down to the Fort and ask Jax, or whoever was in charge at that time, who was using the replicator.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: This is not turning into normal, sir.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
CEO: Commander, do you need help with the power issue?  If not, Doctor Naegle needs me in sickbay. Feel free to use my console for whatever you need.

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::returns to the couch that Tyler is sitting on with a second glass full of Bolian Fizz-Bin and hands it to the Captain:: CO: Captain ... well .... no, not really. It's like your people don't realize how dangerous these men are.

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: Also, ask if there was anything suspicious at the replicator at that time.

CEO_Yeung says:
OPS: All right Lieutenant, but do hurry.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: I had an officer do that very thing, sir.  I'm awaiting a report.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::arrives at the bridge, moving over to tactical one::

EO_Powers says:
CMO: Did you find any of these abnormalities in the other prisoners?

CEO_Yeung says:
::nods to SO::

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
CEO: The prisoners have been escorted to their quarters, Commander. Rego has recovered from his incident with the transport.

CMO_Naegle says:
EO: No, I didn't,

CEO_Yeung says:
::nods to CTO:: CTO: Thanks Lieutenant, can you help us decrypt this replicator log?

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::waits patiently for a turbolift to arrive at the bridge:: Self: Geez, we need more of these things...

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: If you can, keep an eye on the encryption while I go and see how their progress goes.

CEO_Yeung says:
::nod at SO::

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
CEO: I will do my best, sir. What type of log is it?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::accepts the drink:: Hershey:  I've seen only a few reports on these men, and there was little detail regarding what their crimes entailed.  What crimes did they commit to be seen as dangerous enough that the measures being taken are insufficient?

CMO_Naegle says:
EO: But quite honestly, the only other prisoner I did scan was Oreh Dash … he was fine.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The computer solves a key sequence of the encryption and a set of Starfleet access codes becomes available.

EO_Powers says:
CMO: The only connection I can see is if someone knew about this condition and came up with a way to use the transporters to cause the reaction.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: Sir, it's broken.

CEO_Yeung says:
CTO: The log for the users of a certain replicator in Fort Apache at the time of the power transfer.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::the turbolift arrives and he gets in:: TL: Sickbay… ::sighs::

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::sits down on the couch rather close to Captain Tyler, sipping at her Bolian Fizz-Bin:: CO: Oh Captain ... work, work, work ... is that all you ever think about?

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: Oh, perfect timing.

CMO_Naegle says:
EO: Who would want to do that, Hershey?

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: What does it say?

TO_Verall says:
CEO/SO: These are Starfleet access codes.

CEO_Yeung says:
TO_Verall: Access codes? Who's?

SO_Hammond says:
::reads over the Starfleet access codes::  CEO: I'm checking now, sir.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: A quick check of the Apache's registry indicates that the user codes belong to Science Officer Stillman, a Stellar Cartographer.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: One of my officer’s sir … Stillman.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::tries to relax:: Hershey:  Again, I apologize.  You're right, I should let you relax and enjoy yourself during the transfer.

EO_Powers says:
CMO: Possibly any of the judges may have.

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: Hmm ... better question him. CTO: Commander, please accompany Mister Hammond.

SO_Hammond says:
::checks the roster to see if he was on duty at the time::

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::nods:: CEO: Aye sir.

CMO_Naegle says:
EO: Maybe we need to question the judges.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: Sir, he was on duty at the time.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
Computer: Computer, locate Officer Stillman.

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::smiles:: CO: I'm working on it... ::is well past inebriated::

EO_Powers says:
CMO: One of them could have made a deal with one of our crew … like a payment. These allegations need proof though.

Host Computer says:
CTO: Science Officer Stillman is in Stellar Cartography.

CEO_Yeung says:
SO: Better still question him. And where's that report from Fort Apache?

CMO_Naegle says:
EO: That's true.  We need to do more research on who knew what about Rego.

SO_Hammond says:
CEO: I'll swing by the Fort first, then head over and question Stillman.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::exits the lift as it stops and heads to sickbay. The doors are double wide one on each side its almost intimidating:: Self: Well if not now, later... ::walks in::

CEO_Yeung says:
::nods at SO:: SO: Good idea.

EO_Powers says:
CMO: I'll ask Jon if he has got any new info.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::takes a quick peak, does not see the doc at first and starts to turn around to the door::

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
CEO/SO: Perhaps I could visit Stillman, while Mister Hammond goes to Fort Apache?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::is slightly puzzled by the changes in Judge Hershey's attitude ... sips the drink that Hershey gave her, noticing how strong it is:: Hershey:  Good, you deserve this break. Our Chief Tactical Officer has an eye on everything.

Host Oreh_Dash says:
::wanders into sickbay:: CMO: Doctor? Do you have a moment?

CMO_Naegle says:
EO: That's a good idea.  ::sees the Mister Edgemoor come in:: OPS: Hello, Lieutenant Edgemoor!

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::mutters rather loudly at the concept of Cha`Dak having his eye on anything::

CEO_Yeung says:
CTO: All right, Lieutenant Hammond will meet up with you in Stellar Cartography.

SO_Hammond says:
::stands and enters the turbolift:: CTO: That would be fine with me.  It would save a trip.  CEO: Will do, sir.  TL: Fort Apache.

CMO_Naegle says:
Dash: How did you get in here? *CTO*: Lieutenant, Oreh Dash is in Sickbay!

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::cringes and walks over:: Self: Dang… CMO: Hello Doctor…

Host Oreh_Dash says:
::looks startled and backs away::

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
*CMO*: Is Ensign Knoxville with him?

CMO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: No, sir!

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::already moving towards the turbolift::

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::looks around and does not see Oreh Dash::

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
*CMO*: Thank you Doctor, Cha`Dak out.

CMO_Naegle says:
EO: Do me a favor, for now, and just watch him!

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
::taps his combadge:: *TO Knoxville*: Ensign, report in!

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: After cringing and backing away from the Doctor, Oreh Dash seems to vanish into the oxygen in the sickbay.

EO_Powers says:
CMO: Watch whom?

CEO_Yeung says:
::paces slowly around the bridge, then remembering something:: Computer: Computer, please locate Reg.

Host Computer says:
CEO: Reg is in Fort Apache.

SO_Hammond says:
::exits the turbolift into the Fort and looks for the security personnel::

CMO_Naegle says:
::notices him vanish:: EO: Uh, no one. Never mind.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::studies Judge Hershey for a moment, then sits forward slightly:: Hershey:  If you need anything, don't hesitate to contact Lieutenant Edgemoor or myself.  I must return to the bridge to check on our progress.

TO_Knoxville says:
*CTO*: Sir? Everything is quiet here.

CMO_Naegle says:
*CTO* Lieutenant, Dash just … umm … vanished into thin air.

CEO_Yeung says:
*SO*: Just so you have no surprises Lieutenant, Reg is currently in the Fort.

Host Judge_Hershey says:
::smiles at her broadly:: CO: Certainly Captain ... I'll be sure to do that.

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
TL: Sickbay...  *CMO*: Could you please repeat that, Doctor?

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: A halting and weak communication is received by Cha`Dak’s communicator.

EO_Powers says:
CMO: Whom did you see?

OPS_Edgemoor says:
CMO: Doctor, you wanted me? ::smiles and acts as if he does not know why he is there::

SO_Hammond says:
*CEO*: Thanks for the warning, sir.

Host Oreh_Dash says:
*CTO*: I think I startled your Doctor ... could you bring Omin some migraine medicine?

CMO_Naegle says:
*CTO*: I said, Dash vanished into thin air.  One minute he was here and the next he was gone.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
::smiles and heads toward the door ... turns back briefly before exiting:: Hershey:  I'm glad to see that you are enjoying yourself.  Goodnight Judge Hershey.  ::leaves and heads for the turbolift:: TL: Bridge.

CMO_Naegle says:
OPS: Yes Mister Edgemoor, please sit on one of the biobeds.

EO_Powers says:
CMO: Could it have been some sort of telepathy?

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
*Dash*: What is your location, Mister Dash?

CMO_Naegle says:
EO: I don't think so.  But it could have been.

SO_Hammond says:
::finds the officers:: SEC: Did you guys find anything out yet.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::grumbles:: CMO: Sure thing.

OPS_Edgemoor says:
::sits where instructed::

Host Oreh_Dash says:
*CTO*: I am in our quarters...

CTO_Cha`Dak says:
*Dash*: Did you visit sickbay without authorization?

EO_Powers says:
CMO: I’ll check in with the CEO.

CMO_Naegle says:
OPS: It'll be over before you know it, Lieutenant. ::gets out her medical tricorder and begins the scan::

EO_Powers says:
*CEO*: Sir, I can't find any large link between Rego's collapse and the transfer.

SO_Hammond says:
::listens to their report, not too surprised at what he hears … which is not much::

CMO_Naegle says:
::frowns when she sees the eye scan:: OPS: You know your eyesight is degrading, right?

Host Oreh_Dash says:
::as if the very thought is beyond him:: *CTO*: Of course not, Commander. I would not have gone down there without your permission. I simply visited the Doctor's mind to ask if Omin could have some migraine medicine. He says it’s a particularly bad migraine.

Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week #4 >>>>>>>>>

